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Are you a changemaker, a forward-thinker, and an 
architect of tomorrow’s business solutions? 
If so, the Legacy Leadership Lab is your golden 
ticket to turn your team into a problem-solving 
powerhouse that ignites passion, commands 
respect, and transforms challenges into solutions 
that propel financial growth.
  
From Fortune 500 giants to startups, our company 
has already cultivated innovative leaders among 
more than 1,000 professionals. Now, it’s your turn 
to embark on your leadership journey with us for 
tangible transformation and break free from the 
limitations holding your organization back.
  
Take advantage of this opportunity to build the 
world-class team you have been dreaming about. 

What To ExpectWhy This Course? 

Transform Your Managers into CHANGE-DRIVING LEADERS

THIS IS YOUR MOMENT
Step up and become 

the CHAMPION FOR CHANGE 
that your organization needs. 

           https://tllcg.com

Legacy Leadership isn’t just about 
education; it’s a path to TANGIBLE 
TRANSFORMATION. 

Break free from the limitations 
holding your organization back 
and embark on your journey to do 
remarkable things you know your 
team can achieve.

Enhance decision-making and problem-
solving skills to drive organizational 
success.

Develop effective communication and 
trust-building abilities for better teamwork 
and collaboration.

Implement agile methodologies and PDSA 
cycles to deliver impactful solutions.

Master the art of persuasion, influence, 
and presentation to inspire and mobilize 
stakeholders.

Transition from being a problem spotter to 
a problem solver with actionable tools and 
strategies.

Throughout this course, your team will:
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Course Outline

Transform Your Managers into 
CHANGE-DRIVING LEADERS

THIS IS YOUR MOMENT
Embrace the opportunity to redefine your team’s leadership skills 

and make a lasting impact on your organization’s future. 

Don’t wait any longer. Enroll your team in The Legacy Leadership Lab today 
and start driving change within your organization!

https://tllcg.com

PHASE 1: THE ART AND SCIENCE OF DECISION MAKING

PHASE 2: EARN THE RIGHT TO RECOMMEND

PHASE 3: DELIVERING MEASURABLE IMPACT

PHASE 4: MOVING P&L STAKEHOLDERS TO ACTION

• Module 1: Start your Legacy Leadership Journey (and discover your Why Operating System)
• Module 2: Sound Decision-Making: The 5-Part Process (to go from frustration to fulfillment)

• Module 3: Build Trust Effortlessly: The 4 Core Factors (to build your trust habit)
• Module 4: Solution-Based Leadership: Go from problem spotter to ROI driver
• Module 5: Courageous Communication: Grow influence with or without authority

• Module 6: Sprint Mastery: Create the performance habits to develop your world-class team
• Module 7: Build Empowered Leaders: The science of conversational management and influential questions

• Module 8: Power Your Presentations: Spark action with the language of leadership and decision-making
• Module 9: P&L Influence: Maximize impact (even when you don’t have authority)


